
Clinger Holsters Aims for Comfort and Concealability  
 
December 4, 2017 

 

Van Buren, AR—Clinger Holsters introduces their clipless, versatile, “Comfort Cling” gun holster. A 

problem persists with clipless gun holsters: either they are durable, or they are comfortable; not both. 

Clinger Holsters has changed all that by providing both durability and comfort in their “Comfort Cling” 

gun holster.  

 

Their holster is suited for both clipless, in-the-waistband (IWB) carry, or pocket carry, depending on your 

preference, or if you want to carry a back-up pistol in your pocket. The “Comfort Cling” gun holster also 

breaks up the outline of a pistol while in your pocket, as well.  

 

Clinger Holsters’ developed this soft holster with a low friction Interior layer; a gel-like middle layer; and 

a non-slip exterior layer. The middle layer of the “Comfort Cling” is the secret to their holster’s 

comfortability. The exterior layer, made of a coated, non-slip fabric, provides just enough resistance for 

unholstering from inside the pocket or IWB without taking the holster with it. The “Comfort Cling” also 

has zig-zag stitching which keeps the holster from catching on a pistol’s rear sights. The interior layer, 

made of ballistic nylon, conforms to the shape of the pistol. Together these layers keep the pistol upright 

either in the pocket or IWB, for smooth drawing.  

 

It difficult to find a holster that will truly fit a wide variety of gun models. Clinger Holsters’ “Comfort 

Cling” gun holster is the solution for that. The “Comfort Cling” fits most single stack pistols. Although it 

does not have the same custom fit of a kydex holster, it is comfortable and versatile.  

 

Their “Comfort Cling” gun holster sells for a modest $19.99 and next day shipping. Clinger Holsters’ 

website has a list of approximately 45 gun models which fit in their “Comfort Cling” gun holster.  

 

Clinger Holsters Contact Information:  

Clinger Holsters  

1316 Main Street 

Van Buren, AR 72956 

(479) 262-2714  

cs@clingerholsters.com 

ClingerHolsters.com 

 

  



Clinger Holsters Introduces New, Comfortable, Pock Carry Mag Pouch  
 
December 4, 2017 

 

Van Buren, AR—Clinger Holsters has released their newest member to the “Comfort Cling” line—the 

“Comfort Cling Magazine Holster.” This holster is primarily for pocket carrying a shooter’s magazine; 

eliminating the damage and malfunctions associated with carrying an extra magazine in the pocket. 

Clinger Holsters’ “Comfort Cling Magazine Holster” has created a comfortable and concealable option 

for every day carry. 

 
One of the largest issues with carrying an extra magazine on the waistband is that it is difficult to conceal. 

Shooters who are in a hurry to get their weapon on and leave for the day, typically throw their extra 

magazine in the pocket. This can create numerous issues for the magazine itself—damaging the feed 

ramps, bending or denting along the exterior, and shoving lint and other particles into the interior. 

Clinger’s “Comfort Cling Magazine Holster” is the solution to these problems.  

 
The gel-like cushioned, material provides both comfort and durability as well as keeps the magazine 

upright in the pocket. The “Comfort Cling Magazine Holster” functions just like Clinger Holsters’ 

“Comfort Cling Gun Holster” in the pocket: the magazine will draw easily from the holster, leaving the 

holster in the pocket. This is because of the “Comfort Cling Magazine Holsters’” exterior and interior 

layers working in tandem. The exterior layer, made of coated, non-slip fabric, provides just enough 

resistance for unholstering from inside the pocket, whereas the interior layer is made of low-friction 

ballistic nylon. 

 

Clinger Holsters’ “Comfort Cling” magazine holster sells for $19.99 and will be available for purchase 

either by calling their office, or on their website in the next few weeks. It is a size-fits-most magazine 

pouch, but it will likely fit yours.  

 

Clinger Holsters Contact Information:  

Clinger Holsters  

1316 Main Street 

Van Buren, AR 72956 

(479) 262-2714  

cs@clingerholsters.com 

ClingerHolsters.com 
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